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#illuminateBiodiversity
In Kruger National Park, the important role insects play often goes
unnoticed in comparison to the big five. The Kruger Malaise Program
is working to change that.

for Earth Day!

To celebrate Earth Day on April
22, we are launching a social media
campaign to #illuminateBiodiversity.
We are asking iBOL members and
citizens around the world to share
their favourite photo that features
our living planet, and to tell us
why they like it so much, using the
hashtags #illuminateBiodiversity
and #illuminate_iBOL.

We hope you will join in!

Please follow iBOL and
CBG on social media!
Facebook: Please
these!
iBOL – CBG – BIObus
Instagram:
barcodes4bio – BIObus
Read more on page 6

Spotlight: Visiting Researchers Cristina & Neyvan Da Silva
“They describe Paul
as the dungeon
master in the 1980s
show, Dungeons &
Dragons, explaining
that he just keeps
handing them puzzles
to solve, challenging
them every day.”
Read more on page 8

Instagram is a great place to
showcase your favourite images in
the field! Contact us if you want to
share your stories and follow us!

Twitter:
iBOL – CBG – BIObus

And use our hashtags:
#illuminateBiodiversity
#illuminate_iBOL
#BIOSCAN_iBOL
#ARCBIO_iBOL
#kruger_malaise
#CBG_UofG

Collections Unit

News & Announcements

Our Malaise traps at Arkell farms from last summer
can be seen on Google Maps!
https://goo.gl/maps/niUYWh4cTVy
https://goo.gl/maps/aQHFawBv7z72

Last month, we completed:

This month, we aim:

To complete:

»» Processing 47,025 specimens (495 plates) for sequencing
»» Tissue sampling of 146 fish plates relating to an external contract
»» A visit to the Lyman Entomological Museum in Quebec to
sample specimens for ARCBIO (12 plates assembled)
»» Securing Nunavut collecting permit applications for ARCBIO
and hiring an ARCBIO field technician
»» Processing of ARCBIO samples harvested at ROM (3 plates) and
CMN (10 plates)
»» Review of insect genera lacking subfamily on BOLD: resulted
in 378 Genera reviewed, 141 genera having subfamily added, 44
hierarchy/spelling revisions
Jeremy attended the kick-off meeting for the new project
‘Advancing the genomic revolution of species delimitation’.
The project is funded by a grant awarded to Marko Mutanen
(University of Oulu) by the Academy of Finland and will utilize
CBG specimens and DNA extractions. (Press release)

»» Integrating updates to our Access databases for the Sequel
workflow quality control checks
»» Hiring a junior lab tech, eight summer students and two co-op
students
»» A visit to the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History
to discuss Year 2 planning with our Global Genome Initiative
counterparts of the GGI-CBG Partnership
»» Site and route planning for the 2019 field season for the ALUS /
Agricultural Monitoring project led by John Fryxell

To continue:

»» Processing the remaining 25 (of 193) Kruger Malaise samples
»» Confirming authorship for >2.5K species names for the GGICBG Partnership

Genomics Unit

Last month, the CCDB processed 57,226 samples through DNA extraction including 24,442 samples that were Sanger Sequenced. The
influx of Sanger sequencing was due to a government contract to identify fish larvae through DNA barcoding.The remaining DNA extracts
were analyzed through SMRT sequencing workflow.This material included nearly 50K ARCBIO samples that were sequenced as scheduled.

This month, we aim to:
»» Continue processing of samples from the Kruger Malaise Program »» Further efforts to optimize single-PCR Sequel workflow for fresh
arthropod samples from Malaise traps, work that will advance
and other Global Malaise Program sites
once we have acquired and deployed the LabCyte Echo
»» Finalize the roll out of Clarity LIMS functionality for standard
metabarcoding workflow on the production server and complete »» Work with Beckman Coulter to find an affordable solution to
validation in advance of sample arrival for the Agricultural
complete the required hardware and software upgrades to our
Monitoring AgMon 2019 project
DNA extraction robot to deploy an automated protocol

Informatics Unit
This month, we aim to complete:

Last month, we completed:

»» Restoration of the compute cluster supporting BOLD and
mBRAVE analytics to fully operational status, with upgrades
»» Expansion of the BOLD custom fields functionality so they can be
set globally, to radically change the way we curate data, manage
taxonomy, and leverage ancillary data
»» Activation of an image annotation tool to enable the digital
measurement of organism size and other morphometrics

»» Implementation of pipeline to handle reupload of ~500K
sequences to address repair errors introduced into the
reference library in the past quarter
»» Optimizing the mBRAVE analytical parameters for PacBio
Sequel data specifically to address the instrument’s unique
error characteristics. The solution is both fast and increases
reliability of produced sequences

We are pleased to announce that Megan Milton, Lead Project Manager in the
Informatics Team, has attained the Project Management Professional (PMP)
certification from the Project Management Institute (PMI).
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STREAM Project Workshop
Members of the STREAM team, including Dr. Chloe
Robinson from the CBG, were recently invited to present
information on STREAM at a technical meeting in Smithers,
B.C. The drive behind this workshop was to showcase
DNA metabarcoding and STREAM to First Nations and
local community groups as a viable tool for ecosystem
assessment of watersheds in B.C. and across Canada.
Hosted by Forest Lands and Natural Resource
Operations, and joined by representatives from three
Environmental Stewardship Initiative (ESI) First Nations
groups as well as Morice Water Monitoring Trust and
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategies.
The ESI is a new form of collaboration between the
province, First Nations, and industry, with the goal of
developing a collaborative approach to establishing
environmental legacies and generating high quality,
accessible and trusted environmental information.

Chloe Robinson presented the STREAM project,
highlighting its goals, project timeline and how data
produced will be accessible to stakeholders. After a
productive Q&A session, training and protocols were
discussed by STREAM project team members Raegan
Mallinson (Living Lakes Canada) and Sheena Pappas
(Environmental and Climate Change Canada), and
concluded with a discussion about the launch of the
STREAM website.
The website (stream-DNA.com) has been designed
to provide information and outreach materials
for the project and will feature reports generated
from STREAM data. The website also has a blogging
platform and news section, which will be regularly
updated to highlight the research progress and act
as a communication channel for updating community
groups on the project.

Steinke Lab – The Lamp Project
Produced by Vasco Elbrecht with Dirk Steinke and work study
student Laura Manerus, the team collected 44 samples from
lamps at the CBG. Approximately 15 mg of tissue will be
used in the DNA extraction, and the samples will then be
metabarcoded.
Vasco and his team will also include 12 samples they received
from friends and family within the CBG, which includes samples
from outside Guelph and as far away as downtown Toronto.
The Illumina MiSeq sequencing run will also use a new primer
set developed by Vasco to look at the gut content of predatory
spiders, as well as a handful of Great Lakes samples and Finland
samples from other project collaborators.
Dirk and Vasco would like to thank everyone who participated
in the Lamp Project by looking for insects in their homes. They
will keep everyone updated on the results as they come in.
Vasco’s laboratory work involves a project examining insect
pitfalls in Greenland, comparing shrubs and non-shrub lands.
He is currently preparing a manuscript with collaborative
partners from Finland on the impacts of mining on aquatic
macroinvertebrate communities.

Fond Farewells

Kylee Ronnenberg, Collections Technician
Kylee has worked in both the Collections unit and CCDB unit since 2013 and will be leaving us at the end of April to
complete her master’s at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology in Oshawa.
Justin Joyce, Programmer
Justin Joyce’s last day was April 2. We wish him the best of luck in his future endeavors. We will be moving to hire a
replacement programmer to join the informatics team soon.
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Media & Strategic Communications Update
Last month, Adriana Radulovici joined our team on parttime basis to assist on various projects in preparation for
the BIOSCAN launch. Adriana has been a tremendous
resource, lending her scientific communications
expertise, as well as her knowledge of international
outreach and government relations.

A print edition of the Barcode Bulletin showcasing the
top editorial features will also be produced in time for
the iBOL conference in June. Our aim is to establish the
Barcode Bulletin as a leading scientific publication for the
DNA barcoding community.

We are on the lookout for new and
compelling articles. Please send us a note
if you (or your international collaborators)
are involved in any exciting and
newsworthy endeavours!

We will be relaunching the Barcode Bulletin with Michelle
D’Souza taking the lead in corralling content and establishing
a new online format (barcodebulletin.com). The online
Barcode Bulletin allows us to add articles more frequently, as
well as run analytics to better inform our editorial content.

If you are unsure of how to work with the CBG’s communications office, please read on:
Promote new research, funding and events.

Document your work.

Please contact the Media & Strategic Communications
office as soon as you have an inkling that you might have
news you’d like to promote. Whether it’s new funding,
a successful research trip, or a soon-to-be published
research paper, please flag your news with us as early
as possible so we can begin to strategize on how best
to promote your work.

We have gear to film and take pictures of your work in
the field. Having great photos of Malaise traps in remote
locations in Pakistan, or photos of you processing samples
at the High Arctic Research Station can really add value to
all our iBOL and BIOSCAN promotional materials.

Please let the media team know if you have
visual content we can publish with relevant press
releases, or on social media.

Journalists work well in advance and want to learn
about news before it happens – not after.

Get social.

Write your scientific story.

If you don’t already have a social media presence –
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn – I would strongly
encourage you to sign up. It’s a fantastic – and free – way
to engage other researchers, organizations, and potential
collaborators from around the world to let them know
about your work, and why it is important.

If you are a researcher or a PhD student, you might
wish to consider writing an op ed for a publication.
A great place to start this process is by signing up as
a contributor for The Conversation. The Conversation
Canada editors (many are from mainstream publications
such as The Globe and Mail, Maclean’s, and The Walrus)
accept opinion pieces on a variety of subjects and will
help you to hone your message for a broad audience.
These articles have a broad readership and are often
republished by other mainstream news sites.
U of G’s Communications and Public Affairs office
also offers workshops with The Conversation’s editors
here on campus. If you are interested in attending the
next one, please let us know or email C&PA’s Media
Manager, Deirdre Healey at healyd@uoguelph.ca

Many academic funding agencies are also interested
in how social media is being used to promote the
projects they are funding.
Leading up to BIOSCAN, it will be essential for all of us
to use social media to help push BIOSCAN for its launch
and beyond. The media team will be providing a tip sheet,
suggested tweets, and hashtags for your convenience.
— Hannah James

Save the Date!

The Media & Strategic Communications team will be offering a media and social
media seminar on Thursday, May 16 during the lunch hour.
Please stay tuned for more details.
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Pakistan to Launch PakBOL
The DNA barcoding community of Pakistan is planning to formally launch
PakBOL (Pakistan Barcode of Life), the national initiative on DNA barcoding.
The launch announcement will be made in the concluding session of the 3rd
International Conference on “Empowering Nation through Sciences” which
will be held in the capital city Islamabad on April 24-25, 2019.
The conference is being organized by the Women University Mardan and
scientists from universities and research organizations from all over the
country are expected to participate. Government dignitaries and officials
from the Higher Education Commission are expected to attend the
concluding session of the conference.
Pakistan has been an informal participant of iBOL since 2010.The country has
a network of researchers involved in barcoding and part of these activities
include the Global Malaise Trap Program.
PakBOL will provide a platform to Pakistan’s barcoding community to
coordinate research efforts and develop joint projects.
— Muhammad Ashfaq

Adriana Radulovici to Represent iBOL at GBIF
Dr. Adriana Radulovici has been appointed as the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) Node Manager
for the iBOL Consortium and member of the iBOL
delegation to the GBIF Governing Board.

the Estuary and Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Atlantic
coast of Canada. During her PhD, she frequently visited
the University of Guelph to receive training in DNA
barcoding and to process marine samples, from tissue
to DNA sequence and analytics
using the Barcode of Life Data
Systems (BOLD). In 2012,
Adriana joined the Centre for
Biodiversity Genomics (CBG) as
a postdoctoral fellow, working on
extending the marine reference
library in Canada.

“I am very excited to take up
this role and work closer with
GBIF on biodiversity informatics,”
said Radulovici, who has worked
in collections, informatics, and
international outreach and training
at the CBG.
“Integrating databases such as
BOLD and GBIF, DNA sequences
and species occurrences, is an
invaluable tool in our work to
provide a molecular inventory
of life and contribute to the
global efforts of biodiversity
conservation,” said Radulovici.
Adriana has been involved in DNA
barcoding projects since 2006
when she started her PhD at the
University of Quebec at Rimouski (Canada). Interested
in marine biodiversity seen through genetic diversity
of crustaceans, she conducted her PhD as part of the
Canadian Barcode of Life Network and the Canadian
Healthy Oceans Network. Her fieldwork focused on

More recently, Adriana has
been coordinating the research
training program for the CBG’s
International Development Unit.
She has been part of a long-term
collaboration with the Secretariat
of the Convention on Biological
Diversity which allowed researchers
and professionals in developing
countries to gain training in DNA
barcoding. Through this work,
Adriana crystalized her interest in bridging science and
policy, knowledge translation and transfer, and capacitybuilding in DNA technologies.
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Congratulations on your new role, Adriana!

Back to South Africa for the Kruger Malaise Program
March 25th – April 2nd, 2019
Having just returned from South Africa, I couldn’t be
happier to share some of my experiences with the Kruger
Malaise Program (KMP), now officially 340+ days into its
one-year collection period. Hannah joined me this time
to document it all. We wanted to capture the heart of
the program and the voices of the rangers supporting it.

The
larvae
towers
of the horn
moth protruding
from the horns of a
Buffalo skull; they feed
on the keratin from the
horns of dead ungulates.

The first time I left for South Africa with KMP was
back in April 2018, four days after my PhD defense.
While I scrambled to tie up loose ends – submitting
my thesis to the university on route in Amsterdam – I
was so grateful to Kate, Jayme, Jeremy, and others
in Collections for organizing all the equipment and
permitting beforehand. My job was to get to Kruger
and help deploy the 26 Malaise traps that had made it
to South Africa ahead of me.
When I touched down in Johannesburg and met
Michelle van der Bank’s team from the African Centre
for DNA Barcoding (ACDB), I knew I was in for an
amazing experience. The price for their support? My
name. I was no longer Michelle; I was now Suzy (for
there can be only one).
Ryan Rattray and Eugene Shongwe, from the ACDB,
joined me in Kruger for two weeks. Upon arrival, we
met with Danny Govender, our SANParks colleague
who quickly alerted us to the reality of the situation:
the terrain would be very rough and the maintenance
road maps we needed to use weren’t detailed, the
time we had was very tight, but, most notably, rangers
would really need to be convinced if they were to
participate due to their busy schedules with antipoaching activities. We were shocked when we
managed to set up all 26 Malaise traps.

Teamwork!

I was very concerned about sustaining the rangers’
enthusiasm for the program after returning to the CBG.
So, I created reports that would keep them informed
and show them how integral their contributions were
to the success of this work. The first and second
reports were published and distributed to rangers in
August and November 2018 respectively when the
ACDB team went back to Kruger to collect a total of
592 samples; the third report was distributed this past
month when Hannah and I joined ACDB’s Ross Stewart
and Johandre van Rooyen to collect the third batch of
334 samples. A huge thank you to all the people who
hustled to get me that data!

African Armoured Ground Cricket

Thank you, thank you, thank you!
African Horsefly

(Continued on next page)
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Kruger Malaise Program (cont...)
I was truly blown away to hear just how much the
Kruger rangers and staff appreciated the reports
and how the program had already informed their
perspectives about insects.
Greg Bond, the section ranger at Lower Sabie, the site
with the highest abundance and species diversity in the
program thus far says:
“My interest sparked when the first report came
through. That’s when I really thought, ok, this is really
interesting and that’s when I started reading more
about it. It sparked questions, you know, as to why?
I’ve become more aware [about insects] just sitting
around at night.”
Philile Dlamini, the section ranger at Woodlands,
hoping to do her Masters this year with a neighbouring
University says we are some of the first scientists to
actively engage Kruger staff:
“No! They [other scientists doing research in Kruger]
will just come and then they will tell us that they are
going to the field and they will be with their guide, but
we are never given more time to get involved like we
are doing now, no. So, this is the first time for me.”

Greg Bond

When I told Robin Peterson, the freshwater ecologist
for Scientific Services in Kruger responsible for aquatic
biomonitoring on most rivers in the park, how much data
we have been able to generate and that we are willing to
share that data with him, he says:
“That’s fantastic! That’s unheard of! We wouldn’t be
able to do it. In my life time probably. That’s very
impressive. We are very fortunate that you are willing
to collaborate with us.”
He also shared his concerns with global insect declines:
“We have been seeing it in Kruger park, through casual
observations. You can definitely see that something is
going on. Insects are telling us something, for sure.
There is a global decline, and locally we are observing
it. And it goes beyond just aquatic ecosystems, for
food production, agriculture, you name it. Without
insects, ecosystem would basically collapse.”

Philile Dlamini

For the people working in Kruger, this program meant
contributing to data that might help understand why
insects are in decline; it meant being environmental
stewards by doing more than fighting on the disheartening
front lines in the war on poaching; it meant connecting,
for the first time, more intimately with the smaller
animals around them.
Sometimes all we need to do is show people the data,
make them understand its potential, and ask them how
they feel. As I learned this past month, their answers can
be truly inspiring to the work that we do here at CBG.

Robin Peterson
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— Michelle D’Souza

Spotlight: Visiting Researchers Cristina & Neyvan Da Silva
Cristina and Neyvan Da Silva have spent most of their
lives in Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil. And most
of that time they have been together. The two met
while doing their undergraduate degree in 1996 in
the University Rural of Pernambuco. While Cristina
has spent most of her career studying nematodes
under Brazilian scientist Veronica Fonseca-Genevois,
Neyvan began his career researching micro algae.
The two married in 2001, before they began their
master’s degrees. At that time, Neyvan decided to
join Cristina in working with nematodes.
After completing their master’s, they moved to
Belgium – one of the best countries for nematode
research. After a year there, the couple returned to
Brazil where Neyvan took a position as a professor
at the Federal Institute of Technology while Cristina
worked to complete her PhD.
As Cristina neared the end of a postdoc position in
Brazil, the researchers decided they’d like to travel
again. Taking a chance, they say they contacted Paul
Hebert – the “father of DNA Barcoding” and quite
a star in Brazil – and told him about their research.
Fifteen days went by and they say they heard nothing.
On the 16th day, Paul responded; he used a word
they had never heard before: “DELIGHTED!” A year
later, Cristina, Neyvan and their 15-year-old daughter,
Lara, happily joined the CBG. They describe Paul as
the dungeon master in the 1980s show, Dungeons &
Dragons, explaining that he just keeps handing them
puzzles to solve, challenging them every day.

These are just a few details about their research
at the CBG:
Q: How many new species (and genera) have you found
since you started at CBG?
A: We have found 32 genera in Canada lakes that
have resulted in 9 BINs. We are now working with
entomathogenic Nematoda and parasites, in addition to
identifying the Mermithida. It has all been very interesting.

Q: What are your main interests working at CBG?
A: We want to learn about DNA barcoding and how it can
contribute to nematology.

Q: What is the most important contribution from
your previous work?
A: It is our contribution to Brazilian biodiversity, specifically
describing species found in deep sea environments.

Q: What will you take back with you (both in your
work and personally)?
A: The possibility of doing new things, and much more
quickly and efficiently, as well as visiting new places and
meeting new people.
We are very sad to be leaving in July this year as CBG
is a research Disneyland for us! The situation is very
different back home in Brazil at the moment. We are
grateful for the opportunity to work and learn in a place
that combines scientific efficiency and the best people.
Thank you everyone!

Publications & Presentations
RESEARCH LABS

GENOMICS

COLLECTIONS

INFORMATICS

Erdozain M, Thompson DG, Porter TM, Kidd KA, Kreutzweiser DP, Sibley PK, Swystun T, Chartrand D, Hajibabaei M (2019)
Metabarcoding of storage ethanol vs. conventional morphometric identification in relation to the use of stream macroinvertebrates
as ecological indicators in forest management. Ecological Indicators 101: 173 – 184. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2019.01.014
McGee KM, Eaton WD, Porter TM, Shokralla S, Hajibabaei M (2019) Soil microbiomes associated with two dominant Costa
Rican tree species, and implications for remediation: A case study from a Costa Rican conservation area. Applied Soil Ecology
137: 139 – 153. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apsoil.2019.02.007
Young MR, Moraza ML, Ueckermann E, Heylen D, Baardsen LF, Lima-Barbero JF, Gal S, Gavish-Regev E, Gottlieb Y, Roy L, Recht E,
El Adouzi M, Palevsky E (2019) Linking morphological and molecular taxonomy for the identification of poultry house, soil, and
nest dwelling mites in the Western Palearctic. Scientific Reports 9: 5784. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-41958-9

Presentations
Radulovici A (February 2019) Linking specimens with DNA sequences through BOLD. DigIn Marine Invertebrate Digitization
Workshop, Gainesville, USA.
deWaard JR (Mar 2019) ‘State of Lepidoptera DNA barcoding in North America.’ Kick-off meeting for the ‘Advancing the
genomic revolution of species delimitation’ project. Oulu, Finland.
deWaard JR (March 2019) ‘Introduction to CBG Collections and Services.’ Kick-off meeting for the ‘Advancing the genomic
revolution of species delimitation’ project. Oulu, Finland.
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